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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the authors study a movement locus of a structure and consider how
to control a Long Object.
Fig. 1 shows the concept of the Long Object. The Long Object can add the control
mechanism which imitated the fin of the fish to the streamer cable used by underwater
vehicle prospecting, and can change the form of a structure. As a reason for carrying a
control mechanism in a streamer cable, when streamer cables twine by movement of an
investigation ship or disturbance, it is because the case which investigation interrupts is
seen. This is because the streamer cable explores while it is pulled to the exploration
ship with six parallel by length of approximately 6km.
At first the authors supposed the Long object to be many connections rigid body,
and the authors decided to perform an experiment to measure a movement trace on
land.
Second, the authors performed an experiment to measure a movement trace in
water by a circular current water tank artificially to examine a characteristic in the many
connections rigid body.
Finally, using three-dimensional physical operation software, the authors will
compare the simulator with the experiment and examine the validity of the simulator.

Fig. 1. The concept of the Long Object
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the underwater exploration seismic reflection profiling has been
used, and has been growing in importance. And also, researches on seafloor resources
have been subjected (Wynn 1988, Morgan 2003). An important objective of submarine
exploration is considered to be the following two points. (1) Exploration of undersea
resources. (2) Exploration of undersea plates.
The seismic reflection cause seismic waves with compressed air which called air
gun. In addition the cables receive reflected waves signal and explore. Fig. 2 shows the
streamer cable over view.

Fig. 2. Streamer cable over view
The authors are developing the Long Object which attaches a fin to the streamer cable.
The authors verify the movement locus of the cable in order to validate the unity of the
Long Object.
2. DYNAMIC MODEL OF LONG OBJECT
The authors introduce the dynamic model like Fig. 3.
Many connections rigid body

Fig. 3. Dynamic model of the Long Object
Many connections rigid body makes represent the flexibility of the Long Object. The

dynamic model has there advantages. (1) Particular of the coordinates is easier than
assume elastic body. (2) Developed simulator can reduce the amount of calculation. (3)
Using the many connection rigid body, developed simulator can reduce the amount of
calculation.

3. EXPERIMENTS ON LAND
3.1. The purpose of experiments on land
This experiment has two objectives. (1) The authors investigate movement locus
of the experiments on land of the Long Object without forces of the fin. (2) The many
connection body which is minimal length is able to simulate a flexibility of the cable.
3.2. The model of experiments on land
The model of experiments on land became as Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. The model of experiments on land
3.3. The method of experiments on land
The method of experiments on land runs the three steps. Step1: Horizontally hold
all the paper clips. Step2: To make tip of the paper clip veer 15, 30, 45, and 60 degrees
from horizon line. Step3: Move tip of the clip from 0mm to 600mm linearly.
3.4. The result of experiments on land
As a result of experiments on land, many connection rigid bodies many connection
rigid bodies have flexible motion have flexible motion was discovered. In addition, as a
result of comparison of the movement locus of ideal with movement locus on land, it was
discovered that the larger the angle, the error becomes larger.

4. EXPERIMENTS IN WATER
4.1. The purpose of experiments in water
The authors perform experiment on land. Actually, the Long Object is used in
marine. Therefore, the authors performed experiments in water, and compared with
experiments on land.
4.2. The landscape of experiments in water
The landscape of experiments in water is shown in Fig. 5. and Fig. 6.
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Fig. 5. The landscape of experiments in water

Fig. 6. The landscape of experiments in water
Descriptions of the devices are the following.
i) Servo motor
ii) The ship and the Long Object
iii) The plot area: Plot area is 100mm square at single-partition. The reason is to
confirm movement locus of the Long Object.

A detail of experiments in water is shown Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Details of experiments is water
The Long Object is given a uniform flow rate from a water tunnel in Fig .7. A resultant
vector is created by the uniform flow rate of water and moving speed of the servo motor.
The authors suppose that the angle of resultant vector is the same as the angle of
experiments on land. In addition, the authors make the resultant vector agree with the
vector which was pulled by experiments on land. In this experiment, the authors set
servo motor to the rotation angle of plus or minus 20 degrees from the fiducial line. As
for the reason, if rotation angle is increased, the servo motor cannot generate a velocity
vector in the horizontal direction.
4.3. Comparison of experiments on land with in water
When moving distance is larger, the authors discovered that the error of the
movement locus between the experiments on land and in water becomes large. And
also, the authors found the movement locus of experiments in water to be like the ideal
trajectory. Cause the error is the following. (1) The method of experiments in water and
on land is not exactly same. (2) Due to be difference of a resistance, the movement
locus affect to the Long Object.
5. DEVELOPED THE SIMULATOR AND SIMULATION
5.1. The purpose to develop a simulator
The authors developed the simulator using free software called ODE (Open
Dynamic Engine). The purpose of developing simulator is to investigate the applicability
of the simulator which is compare experiments on land and in water.
5.2. The interface of the simulator
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Fig. 8 The simulator interface of the Long Object
Fig. 8. shows the simulator interface of the Long Object. This simulator measures
of the movement locus when the Long Object has moved to a target point. A detail of the
interface is the following.
i) The target point. The Long Object has moved to the target point.
ii) The Long Object. The simulator calculates the movement locus by Excel.
6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND COMPARISON
6.1. The purpose of comparison with the data
The purpose of comparison with the data is to compare the simulation results with
experiments on land and in water. The method of verification is to compare the error of
the movement locus using Excel VBA to be animated with the data.
6.2. How to view of the data
Fig. 9. shows a graph of experiment data which compared land, water and
simulation results.
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Fig. 9 Animated of the experiments data

Details animated of the experimental data are described below.
i) The ideal movement locus which is tilted angle theta degrees in the horizontal
direction.
ii) The movement locus of simulation results.
iii) The movement locus of experiments in water.
iv) The movement locus of experiments on land.
6.3. Simulation results of the comparison data
Fig. 10 – 17 shows the comparison data, which makes the Long Object is moved
tilted angle 30 degrees in the horizontal direction.

Fig. 10. Movement locus of distance 0mm (tip section)

Fig. 11. Movement locus of distance 100mm (tip section)

Fig. 12. Movement locus of distance 200mm (tip section)

Fig. 13. Movement locus of distance 300mm (tip section)

Fig. 14. Movement locus of distance 400mm (tip section)

Fig. 15. Movement locus of distance 500mm (tip section)

Fig. 16. Movement locus of distance 600mm (tip section)

Fig. 17. Movement locus of distance 700mm (tip section)

Here, resistance of the simulator is considering the fluid resistance. The authors found
that simulation results and the experiments in water were similar until distance of
400mm. Maximum of the error of the movement locus which compared simulation
results with experiments in water is 200mm. Therefore, the authors that if we improve
the method of experiments in water, the error of the movement locus between the
simulator results and the experiments in water will decrease.
7. CONCLUSIONS
The authors discovered that the dynamic model which was expressed by the many
connection rigid body is to be effective, when develop simulator in the future. The
authors will consider that simulator is necessary to adapt the actual navigation root. And
also, the authors consider that is necessary for a new simulator to include the tide flow
and disturbance. It is also considered that there is a need to develop simulator to
compare the entanglements between the cables by adding a control function.
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